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Abstract— Full autonomy is an interesting feature for rescue
robots not only from a basic research perspective but also in
respect to an application oriented view. Autonomy can help a
single operator to handle multiple robots or to manage areas that
suffer from disturbances in the RF-communication. Furthermore,
the different modules used for autonomy like mapping and victim
detection are also tremendously helpful for tele-operation. In this
paper, an autonomy system is described that was successfully
tested on the IUB rescue robots in the lab as well as on
the RoboCup Dutch Open 2006 competition. The basic system
features all core modules for autonomy. Furthermore, we describe
a novel way of victim detection.

victim detection [12] and navigation as well as exploration
[13].
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Fully autonomous systems are so to say the holy grail of
research in robotics and AI. Rescue robotics can serve as
an important stepping stone on the way to fully autonomous
systems [1]. Existing simple but quite roboust platforms are
already useful devices [2][3][4]. And any bit of intelligence
up to autonomy added can help to make the systems more
useful. Autonomy can be of important for example to enable
a single operator to handle several robots. Or it can be crucial
when the communication system fails and the robot has to
act at least for a short while on its own. Last but not least,
the different individual modules of autonomy like mapping or
victim detection are very useful supplements in teleoperation
mode.
In general, it can be expected that full autonomy is coming
in a stepwise manner into the robots. In doing, concepts
from adjustable autonomy [5][6] may help to bridge the gap
between the basic research interest and applications. This has
already been successfully demonstrated in various domains
such as office automation [7], desktop software [8], military
[9], and space exploration [10]. According ideas can also be
found for autonomy in the rescue robotics field [11]. Other
work on autonomy on rescue robots includes fully autonomous

Fig. 1. Two Rugbots at the RoboCup competition 2006 in Bremen. The
robot on the right is exploring fully autonomously while the second robot on
the left is teleoperated.

Here we present work that deals with a complete autonomous system on the IUB rescue robots. The system
is implemented on the IUB Rugbots (figure 1), which are
complete in-house developments. The autonomous system has
been successfully tested in our lab as well as at the RoboCup
Dutch Open 2006. In addition to the basic but complete system
for autonomy, we also discuss a new approach to victim in a
bit more detail.
II. T HE BASIC AUTONOMY S YSTEM
The autonomy of the IUB robots relies on a behaviourbased approach. Four modules have been integrated whose
goal is to autonomously navigate the robot in a staged disaster
environment, while continuously searching for victims. Three
of those modules take care of moving the robot, with only one
being active at a time. The fourth one, Victim Detection runs
separately and detects possible victims. Obstacle Avoidance
is the main driving behavior, which can be suppressed by
Deadlock Avoidance in case the robot is stuck. Both of them
may be inhibited by Back-off, which is activated when the
robot is dangerously inclined. Following is a more detailed
description of each of the above behaviors.

A. Obstacle Avoidance
Obstacle Avoidance (OA) integrates three controllers –
Forward, Left, Right executed in a round-robin fashion. Each
of them adds to the angular speed of the robot’s wheels. The
final velocity command sent to the motors is the resulting sum.
Every controller computes its output based on laser scanner
information. The laser scanner field of view (FOV) is divided
into three subsections, assigned to the respective controller.
The distance to the closest obstacle in each subsection determines the adjustment of the angular speeds.
The Forward Controller (FC) attempts to drive the robot
ahead with speed linearly proportional to the value of the
shortest beam in the corresponding set of scanner beams. If the
closest obstacle is farther than a pre-set threshold value, the FC
sets maximum angular speeds for the wheels. Moreover, if the
robot is in a high proximity to an obstacle the FC sends zero
speed commands. Figure II-A is a plot of the above-described
speed function. The y-axis units are specific to the IUB robots
with 7000 corresponding to maximum angular speed and 2000
being a reasonable choice for driving the robots in autonomous
mode.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Plot of the LC function

Here is an example of what speeds Obstacle Avoidance will
send to the motors, based on the laser scan data shown in fig.
II-A. The three beams coloured in green represent the shortest
beams in each of the three sections (Left, Forward, Right).
As can be computed, FC will set maximum speeds (2000)
since the shortest beam in its subsection has length larger than
the threshold (800 mm), LC will subtract 182 from the right
wheels’ angular speed (shortest beam has length of 1200 mm)
and RC will subtract 904 from the left wheels’ angular speed
(shortest beam of 400 mm). The resultant speeds are 1818
for the right wheels and 1096 for the left wheels, causing the
robot to move forward, while turning slightly to the left. These
speeds try to avoid the close obstacles present to the right of
the robot.

Plot of the FC function

The Left Controller (LC) aims to avoid obstacles to the
left of the robot. This is achieved by decreasing the angular
velocity of the right wheels, thus making the robot turn right.
The adjustment amount is determined with the help of a
negative exponential function, when the distance to the closest
obstacle is greater than a threshold value.
ωadj = −ωmax ∗ exp−γ∗(dco −θ)

(1)

Where ωadj is the value which is subtracted from the angular
speed of the right wheels, ωmax is the maximum value ωadj
can take, γ is a precomputed constant, determining how fast
the function decreases, dco is the distance to the closest
was computed
obstacle and θ is the threshold value. γ = log(2)
θ
in such a way, that when the distance of the shortest beam
is twice the threshold, ωadj is set to ωmax
2 . When the value
of dco is smaller than θ, ωadj is set to ωmax . The right
controller behaves in the same fashion, but influences the
angular velocity of the left wheels.

Fig. 4. A laser scanner screenshot. Yellow beams represent error beams and
are not considered.

A problem of Obstacle Avoidance is that the cumulative
result of the controllers may be very small speed values, which
will not move the robot at all. A way to avoid this situation
is to introduce Deadlock Avoidance.
B. Deadlock Avoidance
Deadlock Avoidance (DA) mode is activated when for
several iterations of OA the robot is not moving. DA computes
the largest opening seen on the current laser scan and rotates
the robot in order to face it. Afterwards, OA re-takes control
of the robot. To compute the largest opening the beams are
divided into clusters. Two successive beams are assigned to
the same cluster if the difference in their lengths is smaller
than a certain threshold, otherwise a new cluster is created.
After that, the ”area” of each cluster is computed, by adding

the lengths of all beams in it. The cluster with the largest area,
thus providing the most open space, is selected and the robot
is directed to it.
The above-explained computation involves several issues
that need to be addresesed. One of them is that the laser
scanner may return ”error beams”, due to either special
material, which it cannot ”see”, or due to far obstacles. Such
beams need to be ignored since it is unknown whether they
represent free space or undetectable obstacles. Furthermore,
beams that are too short should also be discarded since they
point to very close obstacles.
For example, in the laser scan on fig. II-B, the above
algorithm will select the cluster bounded by the two blue lines
as the largest opening and rotate the robot to face it.

Fig. 5. A laser screenshot, depicting the current largest opening (between
the blue lines).

C. Back-off
Back-off mode takes over the control of the robot when
the inclination (i.e. pitch and roll) is above some dangerous
value. In this case, the robot starts moving backwards until
normal inclination is reached again. After that, the LA mode
is activated in order to avoid the same dangerous situation. A
potential problem could be bumping into obstacles while going
backwards. This can be avoided with the presence of sensors
providing information about obstacles behind (e.g. sonars or
force sensors).
D. Victim Detection
Victim Detection is running regardless of which control
module drives the robot. It is implemented as a separate thread
which processes images with a frequency of 1Hz. It uses an
infrared camera to capture thermal images and detects heat in
the human temperature range. This is achieved by segmenting
the frame according to HSI values to minimize noise and
then extracting blobs of neighboring pixels in the desired HSI
ranges. If a large enough blob is found the operator is asked for
confirmation. Until the operator responds or a timeout occurs,
the robot is stopped. Figure II-D shows an infrared and the
corresponding segmented images. In this case the size of the
blob is sufficiently large and the operator will be notified.
In order to avoid detecting the same victim multiple times,
the location of each victim is stored and before requesting
confirmation the robot determines whether a previously found
victim is in the current field of view. In this case the robot
assumes that it has already found this victim and ignores it.

Fig. 6. Image from the thermocamera on the left and the segmented image
on the right.

III. A DVANCED V ICTIM D ETECTION
In addition to the basic victim detection system that was
described in the previous section there is a more advanced
victim detection approach that also takes shape into account.
It can be triggered to process the candidate image that the
first system has detected and stored as soon as there is some
spare computation time available. Note that victim detection
in general is a very complex task due to the high intraclass variability of human beings [14], [15]. Current human
detection algorithms fall into one of three categories – modelbased methods [16], image-invariance systems [17] and finally
example-based algorithms [14], [18], [19], [20]. In addition
these techniques most commonly employ differential imaging
in order to detect the silhouettes of human beings and color
analysis in order to determine different parts of the human
body [15], [21], [14], [22].
Due to the high complexity of the problem the above
algorithms impose restrictions on the environment or on the tobe-detected humans themselves. Example of such constraints
are – greater dynamics of people relative to the background
[15], [21], only one person in the view of the camera [19],
restrictions on lightning dynamics [21], people’s poses and
occlusions [19]. These assumptions limit the applicability of
the algorithms, e.g. in rescue robotics, where people that have
to be detected can exhibit a number of these restrictions. With
our approach we try to overcome some of the constraints and
thus extend the application area of human detecting systems.
We use an approach called reproductive perception that is able
to recognize large scenes of known objects quickly even with
partial occlusion between the objects [23], [24].
A. The 3D Scene Representation
The first part of the advanced human recognition system
(HRS) is a set of programs, which generate images that
describe the perceived environment. The environment is modeled as a collection of 3D humans and boxes distributed in
space that are projected to a 2D image using OpenGL. The
parameters of the OpenGL camera model are roughly based
on the parameters of the real camera on the IUB RugBot. An
exact calibration is not necessary as no metric information is
extracted from the scenes. A human is created as a composition
of its basic body parts – head, torso, arms, legs. The developed

human model has 14 rotational joints through which it can
mimic almost any pose of a real human. In addition it has
six more degrees of freedom (DOF) for the position and
orientation of the torso in space. The dimensions of the body
parts are fixed, since one can represent a taller human with
a smaller one which is closer to the camera and vice versa.
Figure 7 displays the output of a sample program for the case
of drawing a whole human and for only an arm. Boxes as the
only other components of the 3D scenes are simply defined by
their dimensions and positions in space. Based on the OpenGL
routines for drawing humans and boxes a complete drawing
program is created as a set of calls to these functions. Each
call can be defined as an instruction. An instruction places
the corresponding model on a 3D scene and after all calls
are executed the projection of the drawn scene is taken and
returned as the output of the program.

Fig. 7. The 2D rendering of a 3D model of a human and an arm drawn in
wireframe mode.

ronment and we can evaluate how good these predictions are.
The last component of the HRS is an evolutionary algorithm
(EA) that works on a set of such programs and attempts to
improve the validity of the generated hypotheses by altering
the programs themselves. The population consists of programs
that define a complete 3D scene. The fitness of an individual
is defined via the image distance function between the output
of the individual and the pre-processed infrared image. In this
way, lower fitness value indicates that an individual is highly
fit and vice versa. At each iteration of the EA a subset from
the population is chosen by the selection operators to evolve
through the transformation operators. For selection, Roulette
Selection is used.
The transformation operators are responsible for ”evolving”
the selected individuals, thus producing generation Si from
generation Si−1 . For the task in hand the main operator that we
apply is hill-climbing. Hill climbing takes a single individual,
chooses a drawing instruction to optimize, then selects a DOF
from this drawing instruction and then explores a space of
nearby values to the current one in order to return a better
new individual.
The performance of the EA is very much dependent on the
quality of the initial population. When creating it randomly it
often happens that there are not any really good individuals,
hence evolution takes more steps. For this reason, we choose
to seed the 0th generation with 3D scenes that are likely to
be encountered, for example a simple standing human, or a
human lying on the floor etc.
C. Experiments and Results

B. The Evolutionary Algorithm
The next step is to be able to compare how well the
OpenGL-generated images reproduce an input image from the
infrared camera. To achieve this some initial image processing
on the input image is done first. The main goal of the preprocessing is to eliminate noise and segment the input image
by converting the 24-bit bitmap to a thresholded bitmap with
two colors: the room temperature illustrated by black and
temperatures in the human range indicated by blue. Humans
emit about 36o C only at exposed body parts. Parts covers by
clothes, dust, and so can appear colder. Hence a range of 28o C
to 38o C is segmented to be potentially human. Anything else is
considered as room temperature. Once we have pre-processed
the camera image we need to compare how well it matches to
the output of the OpenGL program. For this purpose we use
an image distance function which has been defined in [23].
The lower the value of the image distance function, the better
the match between the two images. Furthermore, this function
has two very important properties, which make it very suitable
for the task in hand:
• It gives proper gradients with respect to translation,
rotation and scaling of objects.
• It can be computed in a time that is linear in the number
of pixels in a with color c.
Up to now we have programs that generate images, also
called hypotheses, which attempt to predict the robot’s envi-

First, the principles and the performance of our approach
are illustrated with a test case of an arm with a hand. The
original infrared image is shown in figure ??. Figure 8 shows
the input image after segmentation together with three good
matches produced by the EA.

Fig. 8. Three examples of best matches found in an experiment with a lower
arm. Top left is the input image after pre-processing, the other three images
are different results of the EA. The classification of the according image part
as ”human” happens very fast as the EA can transform the parameters of the
general model very efficiently via hill climbing.

Figure 9 shows an example plot of the fitness of the best
individual as a function of time. Note that the fitness decreases

fast in the first iterations while it takes more time to reach
lower values, which is typical for evolutionary algorithms.
Large ”jumps” in fitness levels can also be observed, which
is mainly due to the multiple-step hill climbing when applied
on the position, since it is the parameter that influences the
fitness most. Figure 9 shows that the evolution of the whole
population as measured by the average fitness of the population
behaves much in the same way.

Fig. 11.
arm.

Fig. 9. An example of the development of the fitness of the best individual
(left) and of average fitness of the population (right) in the test case with a
lower arm.

The above experiment more or less demonstrates the performance of the approach when the model only differs in its
pose from the real object in the scene. Now, the posture is
also taken into account. In the following example, an image
from a situation is used where an elbow joint is visible in
addition to the lower arm and the hand. Figure 10 displays
the pre-processed input image and again three good matches.
Figure 11 shows the best fitness as a function of the number
of iterations for an example run of the EA. In this graph we
again observe the same characteristics as described for the
above test case.

Fig. 10. An experiment where a full arm with an elbow joint and a hand
have to be matched. Top left is the input image after pre-processing. The best
matches, here again three examples, clearly identify the image by properly
representing it via human code sniplets.

The approach does not only work with body parts but as
well with whole humans with their many possible posture, i.e.,
their many DOF. This is indicated by experiments with scenes
that contain infrared images of whole humans. In the following
two examples are presented. In the first one the human is
in a position which is quite standard. In the second one a
very complex pose is used, which is nevertheless successfully
reproduced and hence the human is recognized.

Fitness of the best individual when an elbow joint is added to the

Figure 12 shows the segmented infrared image and three
good matches for the first test case. Pretty good matching can
be observed, even though in the original image the human
back is bended and the model does not support such bending.
Figure 13 shows the best fitness as a function of the number of
iterations for this example. Here we also observe the ”jumps”
in the fitness due to the hill climbing operator. Also, the
number of generations it takes to improve the fitness has
slightly increased, which can be expected as not only the
pose but also the many DOF of the human model have to
be adapted.

Fig. 12. Also complete humans can be reliably detected as shown here with
an input image on the top left and three examples of best matches.

The last example contains a human in a very complex pose.
Figure 14 shows the segmented image with a typical good
match. It can be observed that some parts of the human are
not matched completely correctly. But for example the torso,
the head and the leg are still pretty good. What matters most
is that the image is nevertheless represented by a code sniplet
for a human 3D model. It is hence reliably recognized. The

IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper an autonomous system on the IUB rescue
robots was described. The system was successfully tested in
the lab as well as on a RoboCup competition, the Dutch Open
2006 in Eindhoven. The basic modules for autonomy were
presented in some detail. In addition a novel approach to
victim detection was introduced.
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